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Abstract
Neural Topic Models (NTMs) have been popu-001
lar for mining a set of topics from a collection002
of corpora. Recently, there is an emerging di-003
rection of combining NTMs with pre-trained004
language models such as BERT, which aims to005
use the contextual information of BERT to help006
train better NTMs. However, existing works in007
this direction either use the contextual informa-008
tion of pre-trained language models as the input009
of NTMs or align the outputs of the two kinds010
of models. In this paper, we study how to build011
deeper interactions between NTMs and pre-012
trained language and propose a BERT-based013
neural topic encoder, which deeply integrates014
with the transformer layers of BERT. Our pro-015
posed model encodes both the BoW data and016
the sequence of words of a document, which017
can be complementary to each other for learn-018
ing a better topic distribution for the document.019
The proposed encoder is a better alternative020
to the ones used in existing NTMs. Thanks021
to the in-depth integration with BERT, exten-022
sive experiments show that the proposed model023
achieves the state-of-art performances the com-024
parisons with many advanced models.025

1 Introduction026

As an unsupervised text analysis technique, topic027

modeling has been used in various Natural Lan-028

guage Processing (NLP) tasks (Boyd-Graber et al.,029

2017; Wang et al., 2019). Conventional Bayesian030

topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation031

(LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) are usually based on032

Gibbs and variational inference, which show signs033

of fatigue in the face of big data and deep learning034

(Huynh et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2021a).035

Recent empirical studies show neural topic mod-036

els (NTMs) can both successfully discover high-037

quality topics and document representations (Miao038

et al., 2017; Srivastava and Sutton, 2017; Zhao039

et al., 2021b; Duan et al., 2021). Most of NTMs can040

be viewed as the extensions of LDA on the frame-041

work of variational autoencoders (VAEs) where042

a latent topic distribution inference network (en- 043

coder) and a document generative model (decoder) 044

are employed. The encoder takes the Bag-of-Word 045

(BoW) vector of a document as input and infers 046

the posterior distribution of the latent topics and 047

the decoder takes the samples from the posterior 048

distribution as input to reconstruct the BoW repre- 049

sentation. Generally speaking, NTMs are trained 050

by maximizing its evidence lower bound (ELBO) 051

using gradient ascent, resulting in better flexibility 052

and scalability than conventional topic models. 053

Similar to conventional TMs, NTMs typically 054

take the sparse BoW vector as input, which dis- 055

regards the syntactic and semantic relationships 056

among the words in a document, leading to down- 057

graded performance. To solve the problem, it is 058

reasonable to train NTMs by leveraging the knowl- 059

edge from pre-trained language models. Recently, 060

pre-trained language models such as BERT (Devlin 061

et al., 2019) and GPT (Brown et al., 2020) have 062

been successful in various NLP tasks. The core 063

idea behind such popularity is the predominant pre- 064

train and fine-tune paradigm. Pre-trained on huge 065

text, such models can serve as a powerful encoder 066

that outputs contextual semantic token embeddings. 067

Fine-tuned according to the new task, these models 068

have advanced state-of-the-art performance across 069

many tasks (Liu et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2020). 070

To use the information in pre-trained language 071

models for NTMs, there have been several attempts 072

in the most recent research of topic modeling. For 073

example, (Hoyle et al., 2020) use knowledge dis- 074

tillation to combine NTM and BERT, they apply 075

a BERT-based autoencoder as the teacher model 076

to improve its NTM. CombinedTM of (Bianchi 077

et al., 2021) concatenate the sparse BoW vector 078

with the sentence embeddings extracted from the 079

pre-trained BERT as the final input of an NTM. De- 080

spite the improved performance of NTMs, to our 081

knowledge, existing works focus on the shallow 082

combinations between NTMs and pre-trained lan- 083
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guage models, i.e., they either use the contextual084

information of pre-trained language models as the085

input of NTMs or align the outputs of the two kinds086

of models. Therefore, there needs further study on087

how to build deep interactions between NTMs and088

pre-trained language models.089

We in this paper propose a BERT-based Neural090

Topic Encoder (BNTE), a new encoder for NTMs091

to discover the latent topic distribution of a docu-092

ment, which deeply integrates with the transformer093

layers of BERT. Conventionally, the encoder of094

an NTM only considers the BoW data of a docu-095

ment as input and ignores the sequential orders of096

the words. Instead, the proposed BNTE encodes097

both the BoW data and the sequence of words of098

a document, which can be complementary to each099

other for learning a better topic distribution for100

the document. Specifically, BNTE first encodes101

a document’s BoW data into the embeddings of a102

topic token by a neural network with multi-layer103

perception (MLP), which is expected to capture the104

topical information in the BoW data. The proposed105

encoder then inserts this topic token as a special106

token into the sequence of the words in the docu-107

ment. The new sequence with the topic token is108

then fed into a BERT encoder. With the multi-layer109

attention mechanism (Devlin et al., 2019) in BERT,110

the topic token mutually interacts with other words111

of the document in every layer of BERT, which112

makes the contextual information of BERT flow to113

the topic token and the topic information influences114

the learning of BERT. Finally, the embedding of115

the topic token in the last layer of BERT is used116

to generate the topic distribution of the document,117

which is further fed to the decoder of the NTM.118

Thanks to the in-depth integration with BERT, the119

proposed model achieves the state-of-art perfor-120

mances in multiple widely used evaluations of topic121

models, shown in the extensive experiments in the122

comparisons with many advanced models. There123

are several unique and appealing properties of our124

proposed model: (1) The proposed NTM encoder125

deeply interacts with the BERT encoder via the in-126

troduction of the topic token, which enables richer127

connections between the topic information and the128

contextual information of BERT. This is different129

from other models, which align/concatenate the in-130

put/output between BERT and NTMs. (2) Instead131

of using the output of a pretrained (fixed) BERT132

as the input of an NTM, our model jointly trains133

the NTM and the BERT parts. In this way, the two134

parts can help the learning of each other. (3) Our 135

proposed encoder is compatible to many NTMs 136

based on VAEs. Therefore, it is a better alternative 137

to the existing encoder of NTMs, which enables 138

them to use the contextual information of word 139

sequences from BERT. 140

2 Background 141

2.1 Neural Topic Model 142

Given the target corpus of J documents: M = 143

{mj}, where the vocabulary contains V unique to- 144

kens. Let xj ∈ NV denote the BoW vector of mj , 145

where xjv represents the frequency of the v-th word 146

in the document mj . VAE-based NTMs assume 147

that the topic proportion z is generated from a prior 148

distribution p(z), and x is generated from the con- 149

ditional distribution p(x|z) that is usually modeled 150

by a decoder. To perform inference on the model, 151

NTMs also approximate the true intractable pos- 152

terior p(z|x) with a neural encoder network that 153

parameterizes the variational distribution q(z|x). 154

NTMs are trained by maximizing the following 155

Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO): 156

LNTM=Eq(z|x)[log(p(x|z))]−KL(q(z|x)||p(z)),
(1) 157

The first expected log-likelihood term (or recon- 158

struction term in VAEs) encourages that the vari- 159

ational posterior of the latent variables are good 160

at explaning the data, while the second Kullback- 161

Leibler (KL) divergence attempts to match the vari- 162

ational posterior over latent variable to its prior. 163

Different NTMs are varying in the assumption of 164

the prior distribution for topic proportion z. For 165

example, both ProdLDA (Srivastava and Sutton, 166

2017) and SCHOLAR (Card et al., 2018a) ap- 167

ply logistic norm as its prior, DVAE (Burkhardt 168

and Kramer, 2019) shows that Dirichlet is another 169

choice, while WHAI (Zhang et al., 2018) and Saw- 170

tooth (Duan et al., 2021) use Gamma distribution 171

to enforce the sparsity of topic proportion. 172

2.2 Pre-trained Language Model 173

In the current paradigm of pre-trained models, 174

methods like BERT and GPT have been shown 175

to be effective for improving NLP tasks (Liu et al., 176

2019; Rogers et al., 2020). Those pre-trained mod- 177

els, usually have a fine-grained ability to capture 178

the linguistic pattern, resulting in semantic token 179

embeddings. Such contextual embeddings can 180

be fed into downstream tasks as latent features 181
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(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019; Bianchi et al., 2021),182

and usually achieve promising performance after183

slight fine-tuning.184

Generally speaking, self-attention (SA) is the185

core idea behinds BERT. Given a sequence of N186

words S := {w1, ..., wN}, and its corresponding187

query matrix Q ∈ RN×d, key matrix K ∈ RN×d,188

and value matrix V ∈ RN×d, SA computes the189

matrix of output as :190

SA(Q,K,V) = softmax(QKT /
√
d)V. (2)191

The self-attention means that we compute the dot192

products of the query with all keys, divided by
√
d,193

and then obtain the weights on the values after a194

softmax function. By stacking several SA layers,195

each word incorporates information from words196

that are semantic similar to it (via the normalized197

attention weight) layer by layer, resulting in the fi-198

nal embeddings. In practice, instead of performing199

a single SA, BERT uses Multi-Head Self-Attention200

(MHSA) to capture different semantic information201

from different latent subspaces. All parameters202

in BERT are trained via two unsupervised tasks:203

1) Masked Language Model (MLM), and 2) Next204

Sentence Prediction (NSP). We refer readers to205

Vaswani et al. (2017) for more details.206

3 Our Proposed Model207

As discussed above, conventional NTMs usually208

take the sparse BoW vector as input, which fo-209

cuses on extracting global semantic meaning of210

a document and however loses the local depen-211

dencies for ignoring the word orders. Different212

from them, natural language models, such as BERT,213

keep the ordering patterns, which are complemen-214

tary to the BoW information modeled by NTMs.215

To model the contextual information of word se-216

quences, we develop the BERT-based Neural Topic217

Encoder (BNTE), which encodes a document’s218

BoW data into the embeddings of a topic token219

and uses BERT to capture the interactions between220

the topic token and other word tokens. Following221

the general framework of NTMs based on VAEs,222

the proposed encoder is responsible to learn the223

topic distribution of a document and a general de-224

coder is applied to reconstruct the BoW vector of225

the document. Therefore, the proposed encoder is a226

better alternative to the existing NTM encoders and227

a plug-and-play module that is compatible to many228

NTMs. Without loss of generality, we use a recent229

NTM, Sawtooth (Duan et al., 2021), as an example230

to encompass our proposed encoder. We name the231

BERT Transformer Layers
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Figure 1: An overview of our model. The bottom part is the
input including BoW and sequence of the document, middle
is the BERT-based Neural Topic Encoder (BNTE), and upper
is the decoder of NTM for reconstructing the BoW vector.

variant as Sawtooth-BNTE, which consists of two 232

components as follows. 233

3.1 BERT-based Neural Topic Encoder 234

Motivated by the fact that the pre-trained BERT 235

(Devlin et al., 2019) has been proved its effective- 236

ness in a variety of downstream NLP tasks, we here 237

adopt the pre-trained BERT as our text encoder. 238

However, when the documents are longer than the 239

length of input texts that BERT was designed for, 240

a common phenomenon, it is unclear how exactly 241

one would fine-tune BERT given existing docu- 242

ments. Given a document j, recall that BERT usu- 243

ally represents its input as a sequence, denoted 244

as [[CLS], Sj , [SEP], where Sj := {w1, ..., wNj} 245

includes the sequential tokens of the document. 246

To adapt the pre-trained BERT to the document 247

modeling naturally, we here replace the [CLS] in 248

BERT with another special token [TPC]j , which 249

will be used for neural topic model. Specifically 250

we express the input of BERT-based Neural Topic 251

Encoder (BNTE) as: 252

Input := {[TPC]j , w1, ..., wNj , [SEP]}, (3) 253

where j denotes the index of document. Following 254

original BERT, for each token in Input, we can 255

embed it into a vector e by combining the token 256
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embedding (TE), segment embedding (SE) and the257

position embedding (PE): e = TE + SE + PE.258

In terms of the special token [TPC]j , we consider259

utilizing the document-level information to build260

its token embedding, which is specialized for each261

document mj and formulated as262

TE([TPC]j) = LayerNorm(MLP(xj)), (4)263

where the V -dimensional BoW vector xj is pro-264

jected into the d-dimensional space by a single-265

layer network followed by the layer normalization.266

Moving beyond original BERT designs the token267

embedding for [CLS] with a one-hot vector shared268

by all documents, we assimilate the document-level269

information to realize the token embedding, which270

distinguishes [TPC]j from [CLS].271

This simple combination attracts the following272

highlights: 1) The global BoW embedding carried273

by the [TPC]j and the sequential words embed-274

dings can interact and improve each other due to275

the MHSA. In detail, the BoW information can at-276

tend to the contextual language knowledge within277

the sequential input, and in turn words have ac-278

cess to additional information about the document,279

which may be truncated and ignored because of280

the document-length limit in BERT; 2) Since the281

[TPC]j has the similar position embeddings and282

segment embeddings with [CLS], we can guarantee283

that our BNTE can reload the pre-trained weights284

from BERT; 3) By visualizing those words in docu-285

ment j that have high attention scores with [TPC]j ,286

one can explain and understand the latent semantic287

representation at each layer in topic model. Follow-288

ing other BERT-based models, we use the output289

embeddings of [TPC] as the document feature and290

formulate the encoding process as follows:291

[TPC]out
j = BNTEθ(xj , Sj), (5)292

where θ denotes the parameters in BNTE and293

[TPC]out
j is further adopted to infer the latent topic294

distribution as described below.295

In terms of Sawtooth (Duan et al., 2021), it296

posits the Gamma distribution as the prior of the297

topic proportion z. To infer z, similar to the previ-298

ous works (Zhang et al., 2018; Duan et al., 2021),299

we can adopt Weibull distribution to approximate300

its true posterior. The mainly reasons are that301

Weibull distribution resembles the Gamma distribu-302

tion and there exists a simple reparameterization for303

x ∼ Weibull(k, λ), formulated as x = λ(−log(1−304

ϵ))1/k, ϵ ∼ Uniform(0, 1). Importantly, moving305

beyond the Sawtooth or other conventional NTMs, 306

which infer topic proportion z using the BoW vec- 307

tor, we utilize the document-level contextual fea- 308

ture [TPC]out in (5). Formally, q(z|[TPC]out) = 309

Weibull(kw([TPC]out), λw([TPC]out)), where kw 310

and λw are two related neural networks parameter- 311

ized by w. To sum up, as depicted in Fig. 1, we first 312

embed the BoW vector x with BERT-based Neural 313

Topic Encoder (BNTE), producing the document- 314

level contextual feature [TPC]out at the position of 315

the [TPC] token. Taking the [TPC]out as the input 316

of inference network (MLP block in Fig. 1), we 317

infer the topic proportion z. 318

3.2 Decoder for Reconstructing BoW 319

Conditioning on the topic proportion zj for doc- 320

ument mj , the decoder in Sawtooth aims to re- 321

construct the BoW vector xj under the Poisson 322

likelihood, expressed as: 323

xj ∼ Pois(Φzj),

zj ∼ Gam(r, cj), Φk = Softmax(ρTαk),
(6) 324

where Φ ∈ RV×K
+ denotes the factor loading ma- 325

trix (topic-term matrix), R+ = {x, x ≥ 0}, K is 326

the number of topics and V the vocabulary size. 327

Besides, r and cj are the shape and scale prior of 328

the latent Gamma distribution; ρ ∈ RD×V and 329

αk ∈ RD denote the word embeddings and k-th 330

topic embeddings, where D indicates the dimen- 331

sion of embedding space. The k-th topic Φk ∈ RV
+ 332

is obtained by the inner product between the word 333

embedding matrix ρ and corresponding topic em- 334

bedding vector αk, followed by the softmax nor- 335

malization to enforce the simplex constrain in Φk. 336

Rather than learning from the word co-occurrence 337

alone, the topic distributions in Sawtooth are in- 338

ferred by calculating the semantic similarities be- 339

tween topic and word embeddings, resulting in 340

more coherent topics. Below we will omit the sub- 341

script j for simplicity. 342

3.3 Training Objective 343

The inference task is to learn the parameters of 344

Sawtooth-BNTE, which can be summarized as Ω 345

by including the BNTE parameterized by θ, infer- 346

ence network parameterized by w, word embed- 347

dings ρ, and topic embeddings α. Notably, we 348

fine-tune the pre-trained BERT for adapting it to 349

the corpora used in topic modelling. We can maxi- 350

mize the EBLO in Eq 1 to optimize the Ω. Our pro- 351

posed Sawtooth-BNTE 1) allows the integration of 352
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pre-trained linguistic knowledge into NTMs; 2) of-353

fers an efficient fine-tuning of BERT for corpora by354

replacing shared [CLS] token with the document-355

specific [TPC] and jointly learning with NTM. It356

also brings an additional benefit for alleviating the357

sentence length limitation of BERT, where BoW358

input provides the document-level information.359

4 Related Work360

This work develops a new topic model framework361

that combines NTMs with additional knowledge.362

NTMs are widely studied in many ways, for a re-363

view, we refer readers to (Zhao et al., 2021a).364

One of the research directions of NTMs is to365

introduce metadata that is ignored by conventional366

topic models. Some previous works are proposed367

to address this issue. For example, SCHOLAR of368

Card et al. (2018b) combines the abilities of super-369

vised LDA (SLDA, Blei and McAuliffe (2007)) and370

sparse additive generative models (SAGE, Eisen-371

stein et al. (2011)), which provides a general algo-372

rithm for NTMs to incorporate word embeddings,373

document label and covariates with a variety of374

options. (Dieng et al., 2020; Duan et al., 2021)375

propose an embedding-based topic model (ETM),376

which directly models the similarity between words377

and topics in its generative process. After that, Saw-378

tooth (Duan et al., 2021) is further proposed as an379

updated version of ETM.380

In this paper, we aim to improve NTMs with the381

pre-trained language model and we choose Saw-382

tooth as our base NTM although other choices are383

also available. Most recently, NTMs with pre-384

trained language models have obtained increas-385

ingly research interest. TopicBERT of Chaudhary386

et al. (2020) concatenates the outputs of NTMs387

and BERT directly to obtain a topic-aware docu-388

ment representation, they focus on supervised doc-389

ument classification not a pure document model-390

ing framework. Hoyle et al. (2020) train a BERT-391

based autoencoder as a teach model (BAT), and392

use knowledge distilled from BAT to import its393

NTM. Bianchi et al. (2021) propose the Combined394

Topic Model (CombinedTM) to incorporate the395

pre-trained document contextualized representa-396

tions from sentence BERT (SBERT, Reimers and397

Gurevych (2019)) into Product-of-Experts LDA398

(ProdLDA) of Srivastava and Sutton (2017) to im-399

prove the topic coherence. While CombinedTM is400

most related to our Sawtooth-BNTE, there are fun-401

damental differences between CombinedTM and402

Sawtooth-BNTE in term of combination method, 403

and base NTM. Specifically, CombinedTM incor- 404

porates the contextual embeddings by directly con- 405

catenating the BoW vector with the output embed- 406

dings of SBERT, while, in Sawtooth-BNTE, we 407

replace the [CLS] token with [TPC] in the BERT, 408

and naturally incorporate the BoW embeddings 409

into the additional special token, so that the global 410

BoW embeddings can interact with its words, re- 411

sulting in more informative document representa- 412

tion. Moreover, Sawtooth-BNTE uses embedding 413

representations of both words and topics, and the 414

topic-term distributions are calculated by the se- 415

mantic similarities between them, rather than being 416

trained as a global parameter as in CombinedTM. 417

5 Experiments 418

5.1 Dataset 419

To evaluate and demonstrate the potential of the 420

proposed model, we present a series of experiments 421

on five commonly used dataset described as fol- 422

lows: (1) AG is a collection of more than 1 million 423

news articles, gathered from more than 2000 news 424

sources. We construct AG by choosing 4 largest 425

classes from the original corpus (Zhang et al., 426

2015), where each class contains 30,000 training 427

and 1,900 testing samples. (2) DP is constructed 428

by picking 14 non-overlapping classes from DB- 429

Pedia 2014 (Zhang et al., 2015). For each class, 430

we here randomly choose 4,000 training samples 431

and 1,000 testing samples. (3) R8 is collected from 432

Reuters 21,578 dataset, with 8 different categories. 433

(4) 20NG is a collection of approximately 20,000 434

newsgroup files, with the data organized into 20 435

different newsgroups, each corresponding to a dif- 436

ferent topic. (5) Wiki103 is a version of WikiText 437

dataset, which is a collection of over 100 million 438

tokens extracted from the set of verified Good and 439

Featured articles on Wikipedia. Considering R8 440

is already pre-processed, for other four datasets, 441

we follow the pre-processing step in (Hoyle et al., 442

2020), where we tokenize and clean text by remov- 443

ing punctuation, standard stopwords, infrequent 444

words steps. We use the default training/testing 445

splits. Table 2 summarizes the statistics of the 446

datasets. 447

5.2 Baselines 448

We consider the following baselines: (1) 449

SCHOLAR (Card et al., 2018a), a VAE-based 450

NTM that posits the logistic normal prior for 451
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Model AG DP
Purity ↑ NMI ↑ ACC ↑ Purity ↑ NMI ↑ ACC ↑

DVAE 73.93 ±0.11 40.39 ±0.02 77.19 ±0.02 72.24 ±0.04 62.39 ±0.10 81.70 ±0.13
SCHOLAR 59.91 ±0.16 36.05 ±0.27 77.66 ±0.15 67.91 ±0.34 62.28 ±0.27 80.80 ±0.19

ETM 73.22 ±0.02 41.61 ±0.10 85.04 ±0.15 77.08 ±0.24 70.22 ±0.16 89.44 ±0.20
Sawtooth 70.86 ±0.11 43.11 ±0.12 84.57 ±0.13 72.77 ±0.20 71.15 ±0.12 89.61 ±0.19

BERT+Sawtooth 78.88 ±0.09 50.27±0.12 85.10±0.06 78.10 ±0.11 69.94 ±0.05 89.12 ±0.02
CombinedTM 79.69 ±0.08 51.28 ±0.15 85.92 ±0.07 79.25 ±0.17 71.15 ±0.14 91.42 ±0.11

Sawtooth-BNTE (Ours) 81.24 ±0.08 51.97 ±0.24 86.48 ±0.10 81.23 ±0.11 73.20 ± 0.22 90.25 ±0.08
R8 20NG

DVAE 82.13 ±0.20 50.74 ±0.26 90.54 ±0.17 35.95 ±0.14 29.18 ±0.11 47.77 ±0.04
SCHOLAR 80.50 ±0.14 45.92 ±0.20 87.85 ±0.07 47.26 ±0.16 39.74 ±0.20 52.18 ±0.18

ETM 77.52 ±0.20 46.14 ±0.08 93.79 ±0.22 45.96 ±0.09 38.11 ±0.11 54.72 ±0.06
Sawtooth 79.52 ±0.15 45.97 ±0.10 94.11 ±0.13 46.75 ±0.08 40.25 ±0.05 54.97 ±0.16

BERT+Sawtooth 82.62 ±0.08 49.87 ±0.09 94.53 ±0.10 45.26 ±0.04 40.10 ±0.12 56.24 ±0.08
CombinedTM 82.69 ±0.20 50.10 ±0.15 93.69 ± 0.17 48.25 ±0.16 47.54 ±0.25 56.83 ±0.11

Sawtooth-BNTE (Ours) 83.95 ±0.06 53.14 ± 0.18 95.29 ±0.08 48.32 ± 0.15 47.88 ±0.16 58.68 ±0.14

Table 1: Results on unsupervised document classification (measured with ACC) and clustering (measured with
Purity and NMI) tasks. The best score of each dataset is highlight in bold.

Dataset J V C L

AG 127,600 11,347 4 20.12
DP 70,000 8,218 14 22.73
R8 7,674 7,688 8 65.72

20NG 18,864 2,000 20 107.38
Wiki103 269,503 2,000 N/A 124.77

Table 2: Summary statistics of our used corpora, where J
is the number of documents, V the vocabulary size, C the
number of classes and L the average length of the documents.

the topic proportion, and introduces metadata.452

SCHOLAR is equivalent to the ProdLDA (Srivas-453

tava and Sutton, 2017) when ignoring metadata454

and sparsity. (2) DVAE (Burkhardt and Kramer,455

2019), another VAE-based NTM using a Dirichlet456

prior, whose reparameterization is implemented by457

rejection sampling variational inference. (3) ETM458

(Dieng et al., 2020), an embedded NTM that views459

words and topics as the trainable vectors living in460

the shared embedding space. (4) Sawtooth (Duan461

et al., 2021), another ETM-based NTM that uses462

the Gamma Belief Network (Zhou et al., 2015) as463

its decoder, which is adopted as our base NTM due464

to its promising performance in document model-465

ing. (5) BERT+Sawtooth, a degraded version of466

our model, which uses BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)467

to extract contextual document embedding at the468

position of the [CLS] token and takes this embed-469

ding as input of the encoder of Sawtooth. Similar470

to our model, BERT+Sawtooth is optimized by471

maximizing the ELBO, where BERT is also fine-472

tuned. (6) CombinedTM (Bianchi et al., 2021),473

another BERT-based NTM that shares similar mo-474

tivation with our proposed model. CombinedTM475

first feeds the sequential document into the pre-476

Method NPMI ↑ WETC ↑ TD ↑
AG

DVAE 0.014 0.105 0.564
SCHOLAR 0.019 0.152 0.604

ETM 0.026 0.163 0.609
Sawtooth 0.024 0.176 0.762

BERT+Sawtooth 0.037 0.189 0.567
CombinedTM 0.044 0.187 0.705

Sawtooth-BNTE(Ours) 0.057 0.201 0.716
DP

DVAE -0.003 0.070 0.492
SCHOLAR 0.012 0.105 0.604

ETM 0.025 0.134 0.697
Sawtooth 0.029 0.210 0.701

BERT+Sawtooth 0.028 0.176 0.652
CombinedTM 0.035 0.295 0.734

Sawtooth-BNTE(Ours) 0.041 0.317 0.739
R8

DVAE -0.047 0.159 0.621
SCHOLAR -0.055 0.142 0.634

ETM -0.045 0.163 0.290
Sawtooth -0.042 0.165 0.387

BERT+Sawtooth -0.032 0.160 0.574
CombinedTM -0.027 0.151 0.664

Sawtooth-BNTE(Ours) -0.018 0.170 0.676
20NG

DVAE -0.001 0.136 0.474
SCHOLAR 0.003 0.148 0.539

ETM 0.009 0.156 0.462
Sawtooth 0.010 0.132 0.504

BERT+Sawtooth 0.011 0.134 0.608
CombinedTM 0.015 0.144 0.619

Sawtooth-BNTE(Ours) 0.024 0.167 0.705
Wiki103

DVAE 0.052 0.225 0.388
SCHOLAR 0.046 0.184 0.525

ETM 0.054 0.264 0.628
Sawtooth 0.058 0.365 0.509

BERT+Sawtooth 0.062 0.374 0.558
CombinedTM 0.073 0.398 0.613

Sawtooth-BNTE(Ours) 0.085 0.421 0.604

Table 3: Topic quality of the learned topics on all datasets.

trained SBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) to 477
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Methods NPMI Top-10 words

CombinedTM

-0.026 band, album, song, recording, harrison, had, recorded, songs, released, after
-0.029 race, event, match, boat, championship, won, seconds, competition, wrestling, oxford
0.108 film, role, films, script, cast, filming, production, reviews, bond, movie
0.129 league, teams, stadium, club, football, team, cup, players, match, cricket

Sawtooth-BNTE(Ours)

0.128 album, albums, band, guitar, bands, billboard, charts, vocals, label, lyrics
0.135 wrestling, championship, tournament, match, olympic, cup, champion, medal, hockey, race
0.163 actress, film, films, actor, awards, comedy, opera, filming, drama, theatre
0.128 cup, goals, league, scored, matches, liverpool, match, stadium, football, hockey

Table 4: Comparison of topics learned from CombinedTM and our proposed model on Wiki103, where the topics from latter
are more clear and coherent than ones from former.

output its embedding, and then concatenate it with478

BoW as the input vector fed into ProdLDA.479

5.3 Settings480

We run all algorithms with the number of topics481

K = 100. For kw and λw in the NTM-based en-482

coder, we employ a fully-connected neural network483

with one hidden layer of 100 units and the Soft-484

Plus as the activation function. The dimension of485

word and topic embeddings in ETM, Sawtooth and486

our proposed model is set as D = 100. For the487

pre-trained BERT, we use the uncased implementa-488

tion of Huggingface 1, where d equals to 768. The489

optimisation of our model is done by Adam opti-490

mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with learning rate491

0.001 and batch size 6 for maximally 200 epochs.492

For baselines, we employ their official codes and493

default settings obtained from their official Github494

repositories.495

5.4 Evaluation Metrics496

A desired topic model is expected to extract rep-497

resentative topic proportion z of each document498

and the interpretable global topic-term matrix, i.e.,499

Φ, where each column Φk of Φ corresponds to500

a topic and is a distribution over all tokens in the501

vocabulary. We here evaluate topic proportion and502

topic-term matrix for a comprehensive assessment.503

Metrics about topic proportion z. We consider504

measuring the performance of unsupervised clas-505

sification and clustering tasks of different NTMs506

on AG, DP, R8 and 20NG, where the document507

labels are available. For document classification508

task, following (Qiang et al., 2020), we use a linear509

kernel Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier510

and report the accuracy (ACC) on all datasets. For511

clustering task, we apply the K-Means algorithm512

and measure the clustering performance with Pu-513

rity and NMI (Yin and Wang, 2014).514

1https://huggingface.co/

Metrics about topic-term matrix Φ. To evalu- 515

ate the learned topics, we adopt three criteria in- 516

cluding Normalized Pointwise Mutual Information 517

(NPMI), External Word Embeddings Topic Coher- 518

ence (WETC) and Topic diversity (TD) (Bianchi 519

et al., 2021). NPMI is calculated by the point- 520

wise mutual information of each word pair over 521

top-10 words of each topic. This requires the co- 522

occurrence probability of any two words in a win- 523

dow size (e.g., 10), and the marginal probability 524

of each word. We estimate these probabilities us- 525

ing empirical counts from additional dataset (e.g., 526

Wikipedia), which has been proved to have a much 527

higher correlation with human judgment than us- 528

ing the original text (Ding et al., 2018). Besides 529

NPMI, we also adopt WETC to measure how se- 530

mantic similar the key words in a topic are. Given a 531

pre-trained word embedding matrix, such as GloVe 532

(Pennington et al., 2014), we first compute the av- 533

erage pairwise cosine-similarity of the word em- 534

beddings of the top-10 words in a topic, and then 535

average all the obtained scores over all topics to get 536

the final WETC. The first two measures the topic 537

coherence. Since the repeated topics may still have 538

high topic coherence, we further report TD, which 539

is defined as the percentage of the unique word 540

in the top-25 words of all topics following (Dieng 541

et al., 2020). 542

5.5 Quantitative Comparison 543

We run all experiments five times with different 544

random seeds and calculate the mean and standard 545

deviation. The unsupervised clustering and classifi- 546

cation results are shown in Table. 1. We can find 547

that i) Overall, our proposed model outperforms 548

other NTMs in terms of both document cluster- 549

ing and classification tasks on almost all of the 550

datasets, although with a slightly lower ACC on 551

DP. This result reflects that our proposed model 552

can extract more discriminative topic proportions 553

to represent the input documents; ii) Although 554
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BERT+Sawtooth introduces the pre-trained BERT555

into Sawtooth, it could not enhance the Sawtooth556

all the time. However, when compared with Saw-557

tooth and BERT+Sawtooth, our proposed model558

improves both of them, by allowing the BoW infor-559

mation to interact with its sequential words via the560

special token [TPC], suggesting the validation of561

our proposed method; iii) Compared to the most re-562

lated CombinedTM, our Sawtooth-BNTE provides563

better document representation on almost all of the564

datasets. We attribute this to the attention between565

BoW information and words in BNTE and also the566

joint training for BERT and NTM.567

To measure the quality of the learned topics, we568

report the NPMI, WETC and TD of different mod-569

els on all datasets in Table. 3. Generally, BERT-570

based NTMs, including BERT+Sawtooth, Com-571

binedTM and our model, usually outperform other572

NTMs, which indicates the benefit of introduc-573

ing contextual language knowlege offered by pre-574

trained BERT. And our proposed model produces575

the most coherent and diverse topics on almost all576

of the corpora, even with a slightly lower TD on577

AG and Wiki103 dataset. Especially, our proposed578

model provides very competitive results compared579

to its related work-CombinedTM. This is mainly580

because that CombinedTM simply concatenates581

BoW and the output embedding of [CLS] token in582

SBERT together as the input of encoder in NTM,583

while our proposed model enables richer connec-584

tions between the BoW information and contextual585

word embeddings in BERT-based encoder. The586

rich linguistic knowledge embedded in pre-trained587

BERT and the efficient fine-tuning of BERT can588

complement the missing sequential information in589

BoW and help the learning of high-quality topics.590

5.6 Exploring the [TPC] and Learned Topics591

Figure 2: Attention entropy of [TPC] token at each layer over
all used datasets.

As described in Sec. 2.2, one can access to the592

attention weights between [TPC] and its words at593

each head at each layer using Eq. 2. For [TPC],594

we first average all heads’ attention at each layer,595

achieving the layer-level attention scores. To inves- 596

tigate how the [TPC] token attends to the sequen- 597

tial words, we then report the attention entropy at 598

each layer in Fig. 2. Notably, the entropy mea- 599

sures the sparsity of attention. A higher entropy 600

means that [TPC] attends to most words in the doc- 601

ument, while a lower one denotes that [TPC] only 602

attends to a small portion of the words in the doc- 603

ument. We can see from Fig. 2 that the entropy 604

of [TPC] shows a similar trend over all datasets: 605

the BoW information carried by [TPC] token is 606

inclined to attend to most words (coarse-grained) 607

within the given document in the first few layers, 608

and focus on some specific words (fine-grained) in 609

the middle layers, and then gradually pay attention 610

to most words (coarse-grained) in the last layers. 611

This coarse-fine-coarse reading habit is somewhat 612

similar to that of humans, and is beneficial for the 613

proposed model to extract more informative topic 614

proportions and explainable topics. 615

We also visualize four topics learned by Combi- 616

neTM and our model, which are related to different 617

domains, and report their NPMI scores in Table. 4. 618

We observe that the topics discovered from ours are 619

more cleanly focused on the query words: “band”, 620

"championship”, “film”, and “league”. We attribute 621

this to the above coarse-fine-coarse structure that 622

can help the BoW vector incorporate language pat- 623

tern from the sequential words. 624

6 Conclusion 625

To better discover latent topic distribution of a doc- 626

ument, we developed a BERT-based Neural Topic 627

Encoder (BNTE), a new encoder for NTMs, which 628

deeply integrates with the BERT. BNTE encodes 629

a document’s BoW data into the embeddings of a 630

topic token, and inserts it as a special token into the 631

sequence of the words in the document, where the 632

new sequence with the topic token is then fed into 633

a BERT encoder. Thanks to the multi-layer atten- 634

tion mechanism in BERT, the topic token mutually 635

interacts with other words of the document in every 636

layer of BERT. By further mapping the topic token 637

embed by BERT, we thus achieve more informative 638

topic proportion. Extensive experiments demon- 639

strate that our proposed model outperforms others 640

on discovering high-quality topics and deriving 641

better document representations. The proposed en- 642

coder can be an better alternative to the ones used 643

in existing NTMs, which can be use to improve 644

many existing methods. 645
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